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Reviewing the situation
…



Types of Paradoxes
● Deductive Paradoxes - paradoxes 

arrived at via deducing a contradiction 
from a set of assumptions. (Russell’s 
Paradox)

● Inductive Paradoxes - coming (e.g.The 
Lottery Paradox, The Raven Paradox, 
The St Petersburg Paradox)





Russell’s Theorem

For formulae Φ with a free variable y, there exists a set x 
such that iff y is a member of x then formula Φ holds.

NO, if we take Φ to be the formula y ∉ y (y is not a 
member of itself), we are able to prove a 
contradiction!



You will have the honor of proving this contradiction in 
Hyperslate as homework…



The Foundation Crumbles

Axiom V etc.Foundation

The Rest of Math, 
Engineering, etc.

Axiom V

a formula of arbitrary size in which the variable
y is free; this formula ascribes a property to y



The Foundation Crumbles

Axiom V etc.Foundation

The Rest of Math, 
Engineering, etc.

Axiom V

a formula of arbitrary size in which the variable
y is free; this formula ascribes a property to y



It’s not just Russell’sParadox that 
destroys naïve set theory:

Richard’s Paradox …



a 
b

aa 
ab

aaa

“The real number whose whole part 
is zero, and whose n-th decimal is p 
plus one if the n-th decimal of the 
real number defined by the n-th 
member of E is p and p is neither   
eight nor nine, and is simply one if 
this n-th decimal is eight or nine.”E

Definition of Richard’s N:

Proof: N is defined by a finite string taken from the 
English alphabet, so N is in the sequence E.But on the 
other hand, by definition of N, for every m, N differs 
from the m-th element of E in at least one decimal place; 
so N is not any element of E. Contradiction! QED

Doesn’t define 
a real number.



The Foundation Rebuilt

Arithmetic

ZFCNew Foundation

The Rest of Math, 
Engineering, etc.

So what are the axioms in ZFC?





● This is a much stronger statement than axiom V!

Russell’s paradox can be rephrased as saying the existence of the 
set of all sets leads to a contradiction. 

Axiom V implies the existence of the set of all sets.  Axiom V 
leads to a contradiction. 

SEP only allows us to define new sets in terms of pre-existing 
sets, thus avoiding the existence of the set of all sets. 

As an exercise: Try using z ∉ z for P(z)   



Formal Natural- 
Number Arithmetic …



Define the existence of 
natural numbers and 
their relationships to 
each other

Defines addition on 
natural numbers

Defines multiplication 
on natural numbers



Notation in the Q Axioms:
Quantification

The “Domain of discourse” in Q is the natural numbers.

0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ……. 

This means quantifiers range exclusively over them

“∀x, …” reads as:
“For any number x …”
“For all numbers…”

“Ǝx, …” reads as:
“There exists a number x such that …”
“There is a number such that …”



Notation in the Q Axioms:
Successors

Robinson arithmetic defines the natural numbers in terms of their 
successors, denoted by the successor function s. 

s takes a number x and returns the next number (x+1)

Thus in robinson arithmetic the natural numbers are written solely 
in terms of 0 and successors of 0: 

0 = 0
1 = s(0)
2 = s(s(0))
3 = s(s(s(0)))
4 = s(s(s(s(0))))

This successor notion allows for a compact axiomatization of the 
natural numbers. 



● 0 is not the successor of any natural number
● All numbers’ successors are not equal to 0.

Natural Numbers Numbers start at 0!



● For any two numbers, if their successors are equal, than 
they are equal.

Simple Example: 7 = 7 thus 6 = 6 thus 5 = 5 …

Why do we care, can't we just use Equality-Intro? 
No! This allows us to make more complex statements…

imagine we have a statement containing free variables 
“s(s(p)) = s(q)”, from this we could derive “s(p) = q”,
Which we couldn’t do with raw equality intro. 

 



● For all numbers x, if x does not equal zero, then there 
exists another number y such that x is the successor of y.

In simpler terms…

● For any number that is not zero, there exists some 
number that comes before it.

Yes! If x = 1, y = 0; x = 2, y = 1, etc etc

We will prove a better form of A3 as an exercise from this 
version…

  



Anything plus zero is itself.

The Addition Axioms

Any x plus the successor of y is the successor of x plus y

In other words… 

x + (y + 1) = (x + y) + 1



Interlude: Axioms and Meaning 
What do we mean when you say the axioms define addition? 

A common confusion: “I see a + sign inside the axioms! Therefore, 
addition must be defined before the axioms, and you are just 
writing obvious properties about it!”

“+” in this context is just a symbol denoting a function of two 
numbers, we could just as well write “x + y” as a(x, y). 

By defining properties of how the symbol may be used in 
reasoning we are constricting the symbol + to behave as addition, 
imbuing it with the intuitive “meaning” of addition.  



Defining multiplication:

Anything times 0 is 0.

Any number x times the successor of y is x times y plus x

I.E

a(b + 1) = ab + a  



Open Formulae? 





What is this large scary formula? 

Axiom schema of induction! 

Gives us a very powerful tool for proving statements about 
all natural numbers. 

You can say something is true about all natural number if you 
can first show that it is true for 0 and that it being true for 
an arbitrary number n implies it is true for n+1.



Domino Analogy for Induction

If the first domino is knocked over

and for all dominos, each one will knock over its successor

then all dominos have been knocked over

Let         be the statement: “The nth domino has been knocked over”



Example Proof by Induction 





Brush up on your highschool arithmetic 
by finishing the equivalence  proof…



QED



Pop Quiz #1
Pull out a piece of paper and write down if the following formulae are 
open or closed. If they are open, list the unbound variable(s). 

1)

2)       s(s(0)) + s(0) = s(s(s(0)))

3)       

4)        s(a) = s(s(0)) 

5) 

6) 



Pop Quiz #2
Create an FOL workspace in hyperslate 
named 311pop2. Using A3 we have 
provided as a given:

Prove that a natural number is either 0 or 
the successor of another natural number. 
No oracles.

 

(This is an alternative formulation of 
axiom 3)
If you finish early, prove the other 
direction. Use the previous goal as an 
assumption and derive A3.  



 A Solution



Pop Quiz #3: Basic Addition 
Use A4 and A5 to prove 1+2 = 3. Do this in a new FOL 
workspace named 311pop3



Slutten
(Norwegian for “End”)


